Welcome to the Automobile Racing Club of America ...
Founded in 1953 as a Midwest-based stock car racing tour, ARCA has grown to represent
the most diverse national tour of its kind anywhere. ARCA is the second-longest
running championship racing series in the country, and remains consistently dedicated to fans,
competitors, and sponsors at the highest levels of the sport.
On April 27, 2018 NASCAR announced the purchase of ARCA. The relationship between ARCA founder
John Marcum and NASCAR founder Bill France Sr. has come full circle – the two sanctioning bodies will
be joined under one banner. ARCA with NASCAR will continue to provide a platform for competition
built on integrity, stability, tradition, respect, and success.
On February 9, 2019, Menards announced that it would enhance and expand its marketing support of
ARCA, becoming the Series Entitlement Sponsor. The ARCA Menards Series was introduced to the
motorsports world at the World Center of Racing during the opening weekend of Speedweeks 2019, at
an overflow press conference featuring NASCAR Vice Chairman Mike Helton, ARCA President Ron
Drager, and John Menard, Founder of Menards.
Together, the powerhouse trio of NASCAR, ARCA and Menards is positioned to strengthen the
development level of the sport of stock car racing, while providing a stable and dynamic entertainment
and marketing platform for fans and sponsors alike.
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67th Season

ARCA Properties
At the top-tier, the ARCA Menards Series is the flagship division of the sanctioning body. Strategically positioned as a driver
development series as well as a destination for professional stock car racers, this division has competed at more than twohundred race tracks in twenty-six states nationwide and in Canada since 1953. The tour boasts an annual schedule of 20 race
events, in up to 16 major U.S. markets and is often aligned with NASCAR Monster Energy Cup, Xfinity, and Gander Outdoors
Truck series events. As many as 150 teams compete in this division each year and combined, carry and represent more than
400 sponsors.

In 2012, ARCA formalized a sanctioning relationship with the Champion Racing Association (CRA), widely recognized as one of
the top late model sanctions in the country since its inception in 1997. Creating a broad-base platform with benefits for the
competitors and marketing partners/sponsors alike, this alignment provides increased exposure to a larger group of customersfans, sponsors, races and host venues-allowing for maximum reach and marketing inventory development. With race car rules
and construction (Chassis, Body, Engine) designed to achieve competition and cost containment, the ARCA CRA Super Series,
owned and administrated by industry veterans Glenn Luckett and RJ Scott, opens the market opportunity to even more racers
and race teams in the Central Great Lakes Region (Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan).

In 2013, ARCA formalized a sanctioning relationship with the Midwest Tour, a pavement Super Late Model auto racing series
based in the Upper Midwestern United States. This ARCA branded tour, founded in 2006 by short track racing veterans Tim
Olson and Steve Einhaus, is now owned by 2nd generation promoter/race organizer Gregg McKarns. The ARCA Midwest Tour
consists of stops at 9 different tracks in 2018, spanning Wisconsin and Illinois. A unique aspect of the series is its “Touring
Stars” program, which recognizes the top drivers committed to racing the entire Midwest Tour schedule. Touring Stars are
featured throughout the year in promotions for the series. Drivers such as Kyle Busch, Matt Kenseth, Tony Stewart, Rusty
Wallace, and Kenny Schrader have all competed in the ARCA Midwest Tour.
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ARCA owns, operates, promotes, and sanctions two paved oval tracks in the Midwest: Toledo (Ohio) Speedway and Flat Rock
Speedway (in metro Detroit). Combined, the two short tracks host 60 days of racing activity each year. Competition at the
tracks includes ARCA sanctioned late model, Figure 8, sportsman, and street stock divisions, along with many other special
events which have developed passionate fan and competitor bases. This includes national and regional tours such as the
ARCA Menards Series, USAC Silver Crown Series, King of the Wing Sprints, Top Speed Modifieds, MSA Supermodifieds, ARCA
CRA Super Series, and major ARCA Outlaw Late Model races including the Joy Fair 100, Stan Yee 150 and Glass City 200.

The ARCA Menards Series
The ARCA Menards Series competes on a diverse mix of track configurations and surfaces, from the
superspeedways of Daytona and Talladega, to the high-bank short tracks of Salem, Indiana and Nashville,
Tennessee, to dirt miles of Du Quoin State Fairground and the Illinois State Fairgrounds. An ARCA Menards Series
champion is well-respected in the sport because of the difficulty and diversity of the race venues. These tracks,
combined with team strategies, makes this series a true driver (and team) development series.
Entering its 67th year of existence, the ARCA Menards Series race events themselves are deep with heritage and
tradition. ARCA just completed its 104th race at Salem Speedway. ARCA has been competing at Daytona since
1964. Events at Du Quoin, Springfield, Toledo, and other locations have origins dating well back into the ‘60s.

ARCA Facts
Top Development Series preparing Drivers, Crew Chiefs, Spotters, Over The Wall, Engineers, Team
PR/Management for competition in NASCAR’s elite series
Most diverse schedule of stock car racing events in the world
All three of NASCAR’s 2015 Champions – Kyle Busch (Cup), Chris Buescher (Xfinity), and Erik Jones
(Camping World Truck), have competed and won in the ARCA Menards Series. Other ARCA race
winners include Tony Stewart, both Darrell & Michael Waltrip, Ken Schrader, Kyle Larson, Ryan
Newman, Mark Martin, Kyle Petty, Joey Logano, Chase Elliott, Paul Menard, David Ragan and Trevor
Bayne.
Nine-month season (Feb.-Oct.) keeps sponsor brands top of mind
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ARCA, in its 67th consecutive season, is the second longest running stock car organization in the
world, behind only NASCAR.
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Scope of Commitment
The sponsors involved in the series today
play an important role working together
with the sanctioning body and delivering
opportunities to reach highly passionate,
knowledgeable, brand-loyal race fan
consumers. Participants share the same
desire: to maximize exposure, care for the
customer, build recognition and gain a
competitive advantage whether on the
track or in the retail marketplace.
ARCA’s family of corporate sponsors
represent a broad-based mix of goods and
services, manufacturers and retailers,
from Fortune 500 companies to regional
and local businesses, each using ARCA as
a marketing platform for advertising,
promotion, client/customer hospitality,
and developing strong business-tobusiness relationships.
From world-wide exposure to one-on-one
interaction, a marketing opportunity with
ARCA is about creating positive
impressions and experiences all while
creating brand awareness, consideration
and opportunities for incremental sales
revenue.
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ARCA is where tradition meets opportunity.

Brand Loyalty
Auto racing has captured the imagination
of the 21st century sports marketer. From
the national media to the Fortune 500 list,
motorsports continues to be the most
effective sports marketing opportunity in
the country and this success can be largely
attributed to intense brand loyalty
exhibited by fans. As lifestyle groups
become more fragmented, it is increasingly
more difficult to deliver messages
effectively. New media options appear
daily, and with so many new choices,
capturing the loyalty of an overexposed
consumer is a tricky proposition.
Marketing today is more than placing ads
or creating new distribution channels. It’s
about relationships … building them with
consumers, clients, and strategic partners
to ensure they receive measurable results.
Building a motorsports marketing platform
can bring these loyal race fan consumers
closer to your brand and product at the
race track, at their home, and in the retail
marketplace.
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Making A Difference
A sponsor partnership with ARCA is about creating positive impressions and experiences …
experiences that move consumers through the marketing purchase funnel, thus creating
increased awareness, improved opinion, consideration, and purchase intent.
It’s about driving behaviors, interactions, hand-raisers, lead generations, and ultimately leading
conversions which impact sales moving the needle measurably upward, advancing the
consumer from price conscious shopper to long-term, devoted, brand-loyal fan and customer.
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"We have been very pleased with our involvement in the ARCA Menards Series. It has allowed us
to reach a new audience as the official tire supplier and increased our brand awareness through
race entitlements, social media and customer hospitality. The product on track is producing great
competition and we consider the ARCA management a valued partner. We are looking forward to a
very exciting 2018 season.“
Travis Roffler, Director of Marketing for General
Tire

Media Metrics

The ARCA Menards Series visits 14 of the top 50 TV Markets, including 3 of the top 5 and 6 of the top 20. ARCA has
been a top-rated series on the FOX Sports Broadcasting motorsports programming outlet which is now FS1.
Combining the power of on-site marketing benefits with the reach of national television will provide your company
with the opportunity to reach millions of consumers.

DMA Rank
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2018 marked the first year of a three year television broadcast agreement extension between ARCA and Fox Sports
Media Group. The 2018 broadcast package consisted of five races airing live on FS1, and three races live on FS2.

The eight ARCA races on FS1/FS2 this season averaged 327,000 viewers which is +10% above 2016’s 9 race average
of 294,000 viewers (2017 average excludes the Talladega race). The Talladega event was rained out and aired Live on
FS2 the next day. The total Cume viewership in 2017 (all broadcast live and re-airs) was 3,768,000 viewers.
In addition, ARCA has partnered with MAVTV to add even more reach. 2018 was the second year of a three year
agreement. MAVTV provided both TV broadcast and live streaming coverage of ARCA Racing from the tour’s popular
short track venues and dirt tracks. The 2018 broadcast package consisted of nice races airing live and two races on a
tape delayed broadcast.
2013 NCR Viewership Data
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Date
2-13
4-9
4-24
4-29
5-22
6-3
6-10
6-19
6-26
7-9
7-22
8-1
8-6
8-21
9-4
9-10
9-15
9-23
10-14

Event
Daytona
Nashville
Salem
Talladega
Toledo
Pocono
Michigan
Madison
Winchester
Iowa
Lucas Oil
Pocono
Berlin
Springfield
DuQuoin
Salem
Chicago
Kentucky
Kansas

Rating
.92
NCR Cume
NCR Cume
.4
NCR Cume
.43
.41
NCR Cume
NCR Cume
.09
.21
.20
NCR Cume
NCR Cume
NCR Cume
NCR Cume
.13
.16
.18

Est. Viewers
1,062,000
N/A
N/A
500,000
N/A
436,000
426,000
N/A
N/A
65,000
212,000
194,000
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
109,000
134,000
185,000

Avg. Cume Viewers: 332,300
Avg. NCR Cume Rating: .31

NCR Nielson Cable Ratings

2017 NCR Viewership Data
Date
2-18
4-8
4-30
5-6
5-21
6-3
6-9
6-16
6-23
7-8
7-21
7-28
8-6
8-20
8-27
9-4
9-9
9-14
9-22
10-20

Event
Rating
Daytona
.86
Nashville
NCR Cume
Salem
NCR Cume
Talladega
.07
Toledo
.28
Elko
NCR Cume
Pocono
.27
Michigan
.36
Madison
NCR Cume
Iowa
NCR Cume
Lucas Oil
.17
Pocono
.13
Winchester NCR Cume
Springfield
NCR Cume
Road America NCR Cume
DuQuoin
NCR Cume
Salem
NCR Cume
Chicago
.13
Kentucky
.11
Kansas
.06

Avg. Cume Viewers: 376,800
Avg. NCR Cume Rating: .36

Est. Viewers
957,000
N/A
N/A
52,000
295,000
N/A
291,000
340,000
N/A
N/A
192,000
128,000
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
140,000
108,000
39,000
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Fans…By The Numbers
Race fan attendance has been consistently strong for ARCA Menards Series events over the
past three years, during which the average annual attendance for the nationally touring ARCA
Menards Series has been 13,000 plus per event.
The core fanbase for the ARCA Menards Series represents the most sought after demographic
desired by marketers: adults between the ages of 18 & 54. Host speedway surveys reveal that
84 percent of at-track spectators fall into this category, and also detail a high likelihood of brand
loyalty toward ARCA sponsor products.

Gender

Age

Marital Status

55 & Over
35 - 54
18 - 34
13 - 17
12 &
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Clerical
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The Drivers: Tomorrow’s Stars...Today!
ARCA is a 66-year-old auto racing sanctioning body that not only spans more than seven decades, nearly 30 states
and 200 race tracks, it also boasts a unique driver-development program unlike any other in professional
motorsports, providing a stepladder for drivers aspiring to make it to the top of the sport. From local tracks and
multiple regional touring series, to a national touring series, ARCA provides the necessary training ground to launch
drivers into a number of prestigious events around the auto racing landscape.
ARCA has long been recognized as a training ground for aspiring
drivers seeking to advance their careers in a 3,400-plus pound, full
bodied stock car. The list of drivers utilizing the ARCA platform
includes all three of the 2015 NASCAR Champions – Kyle Busch,
Chris Buescher, and Erik Jones. Other drivers include names like
Ken Schrader, Kyle Petty, Michael Waltrip, Ryan Newman, David
Ragan, Justin Allgaier, Chase Briscoe, Austin Theriault, and 2018
champion Sheldon Creed.
Recognizing the integrity and strength of the series, NASCAR team
owners have strategically placed drivers into ARCA cars and
specific driver-development programs.
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Danica Patrick’s transition from open wheel racing to stock cars,
for example, began in an ARCA Menards Series car at Daytona.
Legendary race car owner Roger Penske brought Ryan Newman to
ARCA during his progression to the NASCAR Cup Series – and on
his way to a Daytona 500 victory. NASCAR’s Richard Childress
utilized the ARCA Menards Series as a developmental base for his
grandson, Ty Dillon, who won seven races and a series
championship and he made his NASCAR Cup Series debut in 2014.
In 2015 Chris Buescher won the NASCAR Xfinity Championship.
Buescher, the 2012 ARCA Champion, is the only driver to have won
them both. In 2017, Joe Gibbs Racing launched its first ever fulltime team ownership in ARCA, with driver Riley Herbst winning
the Rookie of the Year honors. For 2019, Ty Gibbs, Grandson of Joe
Gibbs, will share the JGR Toyota with Herbst.

The Cars
Recently the ARCA Menards Series race car has seen a major upgrade in both the
engine and body style for the nationally-renowned stock car racing series. The
changes are part of an overall cost-containment and on-track performance strategy
for the series.
A progressive and innovative engine package option became eligible for use in
competition in 2015. The ARCA Ilmor 396 is a purpose-built racing engine,
developed and assembled by Ilmor Engineering.
The ARCA Ilmor 396 is fuel-injected with a Holley Electronic Control Unit
controlling the entire fueling system. Each engine is sealed, and only Ilmor
representatives are authorized to perform any service to the engine. Teams utilize
the same ARCA Ilmor 396 at short tracks, superspeedways, intermediate tracks,
road courses and dirt tracks, and the engine delivers consistent performance from
delivery through 1,500 miles.
In addition to the new ARCA Ilmor 396 engine package, teams competing in the
ARCA Menards Series also have the option of running a new, flange-fit, modular
panel, composite material body manufactured by industry leader Five Star Bodies.
For, 2019, the Five Star Bodies composite flange-fit body will be eligible for all
ARCA Menards Series tracks, and will be required for all track over 1 mile in length.
The bodies have a “show room” stock appearing look, and are constructed with
state of the art, composite laminate blend materials engineered to be lightweight,
durable, and resist deflection at competition speeds. The complete body is
comprised of 12 flange-fit modular panels, for ease of installation and quick
replacement. The 135-pound bodies are available in Toyota Camry, Ford Fusion,
Chevrolet SS configurations.
The ease-of-installation design allows teams to install the entire body in their
respective shops, and to perform replacement of damaged panels at the team’s
shop or at the track, resulting in significant savings in time and labor required for
repairs. The new body style is the first major change in the ARCA car in several
years.
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STYLE: Stock Car (Steel or Composite body)
WEIGHT: 3,400 lbs.
WHEELBASE: 110 inches
FUEL: Sunoco 260 GTX Unleaded 98 Octane
FUEL CAPACITY: 18-22 Gallons
TIRES: General Tire
ENGINE: ARCA Ilmor 396 or 360 ci V8 Open Motor
HORSEPOWER: 700+
TOP SPEED: 200+ mph
RACE LENGTH: 100-200 miles
TRACK TYPE: Paved, Dirt and Road Course
INSPECTION: Safety & Competition
LIVE PIT STOPS: Minimum one per race required
COST: Up to $100,000

The Platform
In a comprehensive, integrated, turn-key package, combining the major elements of motorsports
marketing, ARCA has strategically constructed a solid platform of assets attainable through
entitlements (listed below) built on the power of reach, value proposition, accessibility and
experiential opportunities designed to deliver a measurable and quantifiable return on investment.

•
•
•

Series Title Sponsorship
Official/Exclusive Category Sponsorship
Event/Race Title Sponsorship

Positioning your company brand
with ours into the core of the
sport, providing B2B/B2C
relationship opportunities with
industry participating
businesses from mainstream
corporate America, all the way
to the everyday consumer
brought together in the highly
charged environment of
American Stock Car Racing.
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•
•
•

Team/Car Sponsorship
Performance Partner Program Sponsorship
Safety Initiative Program Sponsorship

Multimedia
The ARCA Menards Series Network reaches out through a variety of media, including
print, commercial broadcast radio, satellite radio, streaming internet audio and video, social
media and comprehensive web-based programming and technology on arcaracing.com.
The September 2018 re-launched ARCAracing.com has added to the overall
user experience and is now user-friendly for all devices – phone, laptop, and
iPad. In addition, our website continues to offer:
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•

Live timing and scoring for all on-track activity, including practice,
qualifying, race events and test sessions

•

Driver and team pages enabling users to receive the latest news

•

Access to thousands of photos and videos exclusive to our teams and
partners

•

Live streaming video and audio broadcasts to accompany live timing
and scoring via the ARCA Racing Network, providing
website visitors with a play-by-play call of racing action

•

Inside ARCA Radio weekly internet audio programming featuring
exclusive ARCA content, including race winner interviews, special
guests, statistics, results, news and notes

•

ARCA Fantasy League was introduced with ARCA fans having the
chance to pick their favorite drivers and manufacturers with a chance
to win weekly prizes.

•

In August 2017, the ARCARacing.com Website broke through
the 1 million barrier for unique visitors (1,390,000 for the year)
– a first for the Website. The ARCA Website is averaging over
125,000 unique visitors a month with over 7 million page
views to date.

Multimedia
ARCA has built a wide range of opportunities for businesses, from local and regional to national and
international markets. Through its various platforms, data capture and national reach, ARCA is able to
produce for its customers a captive audience of auto racing fans and a detailed report of the exposure.
While providing a platform for our business partners to interact with our core customers, we also offer
several exposure opportunities on our website.

ARCAracing.com offers…
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•

Run Of Site (ROS) Banner Inventory

•

Social Media Activities and Integration

•

Timing & Scoring Branding

•

Geo-Target Marketing

•

Online Call to Action Promotions

•

Data Capture

The Opportunities
Sponsorship in the ARCA Menards Series is about more than a simple grandstand banner or repeated
television mentions. Developing a partnership with ARCA is the creation of a union with a storied
organization, one deeply rooted in family and motorsports history while keeping a focus on the future of
business in sports. Fans and supporters of the ARCA Menards Series are among the most loyal in the
business of entertainment, and truly help the series to remain emergent in an ever-changing market.
Drivers, teams and series supporters alike truly value sponsors at all levels, helping to deliver tangible,
influential results to partners.
Simply, the opportunities for business success with the ARCA Menards Series are limitless.
Available upon request, ARCA can provide a full immersion outline with assets and
programs customized to fit specific business objectives. We can help
your business maximize the benefits of a fully-integrated,
effective motorsports marketing platform.
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“Our relationship with the ARCA Series continues to grow and pros
per. In addition to sponsoring a driver, we have been able to connect
with our customers in a variety of methods such as selling tickets, reg
ister to win promotions, hospitality events and driver/car appearances
at our stores. We see great value in the ARCA Series sponsorship and
appreciate all the opportunities we’ve received.”

- Jeff Abbott, Menards Spokesperson

The Measurements
The comprehensive programs presented to your company
include both qualitative and quantitative reporting.
Through third-party valuation service Joyce Julius, ARCA will
subscribe to the NTIV Report on behalf of the sponsor, and
provide race-by-race assessment of exposure from the events,
plus quarterly evaluation of all media exposure garnered by
the program, through print, radio, television, digital and other
media. The comparable media value, when combined with the
tangible elements of the sponsorship package, have been
designed to produce a 6:1 return on investment.
Joyce Julius and Associates, Inc. has provided independent
sports, special event and entertainment program evaluation
since 1985. In that time, Joyce Julius and Associates has
developed and perfected fully-customizable products that have
become the industry standard in exposure measurement.
Joyce Julius’ web portal is available to ARCA teams and sponsors,
providing 24/7 access to key data, while also allowing for
complete customization of the findings in a user-friendly
environment.
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Meltwater helps businesses drive growth and build brands.
Meltwater’s online intelligence platform analyzes billions of
digital documents daily to extract precise, timely business
insights that help more than 20,000 companies understand their
markets, engage their customers, and master the new social
business environment. With offices in 27 countries, Meltwater is
dedicated to personal, global service built on local expertise.

Contact Information
Mark Gundrum
VP, Business Development & Corporate
Partnerships
mgundrum@arcaracing.com
Casey Wagner
Marketing Manager
cwagner@arcaracing.com
Shipping Address
7980 Lewis Avenue
Temperance, MI 48182
t. 734-847-6726
f. 734-847-3137
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